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Board of Education Special Work Session – March 15, 2021 

 

would like to know that this is a work session with the board and we would like to have a discussion on 

the reopening plan progress that the admin and committee teams have made and this is a time for the 

board to interact with that process so i'll turn that over to word okay and i just want to kick things off 

and let everyone know that our committee has been working on internal logistics as all of you know and 

throughout the conversation you'll hear a little bit more from the principal level as well as Giulio soon 

Nicole might bring to the conversation information in regard to nutritional services transportation 

operations and maintenance technologies and other things that maybe i just left off so i'd like to turn 

this over to Giulio to basically share um a little bit about the committee membership and makeup and 

the frequency of meetings and the key our core principles and then Giulio in turn will turn it over to 

each of the principles for discussion all right so good evening um so we have been uh we recently 

reconvened our reopening committee which uh moving forward we'll call our planning committee um 

and this committee was reconvened uh to plan uh and consider adjustments to our instructional in-

person remote plans really based on uh an important factor and that's uh social distancing in classrooms 

currently as we know those those uh distances are considered to be at least six foot when you're setting 

up your classrooms and there has been much talk recently about possibly having those reduced by the 

department of the department of health here in new york state based on potential cdc guidance that 

may come out in the very near future if that were to happen we want to be prepared we want to be 

ready for that so several weeks ago the superintendent who uh asked that we put our planning 

committee back together and uh we have met several times in the last couple of weeks and we have 

committee members at the district level that include classroom teachers uh special education teachers 

building principals district office personnel cca leadership directors assistant superintendents and of 

course the superintendent is also part of that committee before we get to the actual proposals what we 

asked our committee to consider is the following guiding principles as they thought about what 

adjustments we would possibly make if the social distancing parameters were reduced to three feet and 

the guiding principles are as follows we want to continue to ensure that the health and safety of all of 

our students and staff is paramount provide equitable and accessible instruction to all of our students 

whether they're in person or remotely we also would want to maximize in-person instruction based on 

those new factors on that on this basic vector make sure that we also have flexibility to adapt from our 

current status how quickly we shift if we were to do that what the time frames look like how much time 

would we actually need to make those changes and then of course uh continue to provide clear 

structures and accountability for for all of us internally uh so that we could measure uh how things were 

proceeding so other related factors uh that were talked about and you'll hear more about this as we 

have our discussion this evening obviously any changes um to our in-person uh instruction would have 

implications for transportation a facility and spaces in our in our buildings including classrooms pe 

spaces music spaces our cafeterias it would affect our food service we'd have to think about what 

implications it would have for food service obviously we would need to continue to think about our 

cleaning procedures if there were more students on campus more frequently what would the 

adjustments the cleaning procedures would we need to make there would also be some adjustments 

made to schedules uh at all the levels uh if those changes were made we would consider 

programmatically any adjustments needed to make things happen in the next few weeks and again 

safety and security was paramount we did have our director of state security also talked to our 
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principals about some of the some of the assistance we would need from our safety security folks any 

staffing implications and of course technology how how that might impact the use of our technology so 

from from there what we've done in the last few weeks is really uh asked each of our principals and we 

worked in a different level so our k4 team a 5a team and our 912 team teams worked with a different 

district staff to really think about what proposals they would be able to they would feel like they would 

be able to implement and really what the barriers are challenges to me if we were to make those shifts 

and then ultimately what rationale would we use for the proposed changes that we wanted to make 

because we know that obviously any any adjustments there's going to be trade-offs um and we really 

wanted to think through what those trade-offs would be and again um how can we best benefit our 

students and do what we can to increase the number of students that would be able to attend school 

again in a safe and a safe way for all of our kids and for all of our staff so with that what i'd like to do is 

uh actually share some of the proposals we'll start with the elementary level um this evening um todd 

juncker dave johnson and kim hal are here there are principals from the elementary schools and uh 

they've decided amongst themselves that todd will be their spokesperson so i'll turn it over to todd to 

talk a little bit about the k-4 proposal all right thank you julio uh so for k-4 our proposal would be once 

again this was a with a change of the regulations uh would be that we would want to have all k4 

students back five days a week with that any families or students that request full to stay full remote or 

to go full remote they would have that opportunity and the right to do so um but they wouldn't they 

would no longer have their current classroom teacher that they currently have uh so part of our the 

rationale behind that obviously uh the best teams teaching takes place in person and then we all know 

that and that's what we're all trying to strive to get all our kids back um with the five days a week all 

students would have the opportunity to have focus instruction and that's whether it's fully remote or in 

person and the teacher would be able to focus in on the academic the social emotional and any 

behavioral needs of the students that are in front of them when teaching five days a week instead of 

four there were no longer be the synchronous uh teaching going on and then therefore we would not 

need the wednesdays for the planning that's currently taking place of all the time that it takes to do 

really double planning for the teachers um and once again that's why we would go five days versus the 

four days the remote students we also feel would actually have more opportunities for learning to take 

place because actually they would have more content with that classroom teacher now what that looks 

like for the remote students will depend on our numbers um and you know obviously we couldn't have a 

kindergarten remote teacher at fairbanks road school and also one at chestnut ridge and so we may 

have to get creative on how that remote teacher whether it's multi-age or once again across the district 

um you know so they're depending on our numbers of students that are going to stay remote we will 

have to take a look at that and look at before that but the biggest advantage then is the classroom 

teachers who can concentrate on the students that are in front of them they wouldn't have to worry 

about going back and forth anymore gives them much more flexibility in their schedule because when 

you have a 10 o'clock zoom and you're in the middle of a learning moment with the kids in front of you 

you have to cut that short and go on to the 10 o'clock soon because the remote students are cleaner if 

the regulations do not change and we um have to stay with our current six-foot social distancing in the 

classrooms uh we are looking at still bringing back our kindergarten students five days a week now the 

rationale for that is obviously there are youngest learners they are still learning what school is all about 

and to really build that foundation with the earliest learners that we have 
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it's the hardest for them to be online their attention span as a five-year-old is very difficult uh to do that 

i was just doing a read-aloud last week with uh speaking errands and it's always very interesting with 

them um we also can focus in on early intervention with those students for those last that last 10 weeks 

and probably one of the biggest things that drives it at least in two of the buildings the majority of the 

kindergarten classrooms in two of the buildings are larger rooms and we feel that in those larger rooms 

that we could get all 20 to 21 students in them creatively you have to be moving quite it wouldn't be 

your typical kindergarten classroom look but we think we can get them all in and dave's building and uh 

couple rooms we're trying to be creative and creating other spaces and actually i have one classroom 

too of using other areas in our school to move those kids to come up with a space but when we do that 

we really we don't have the space to do that with the other grade bubbles so for the example of mine 

i'm looking at using the library for a kindergarten classroom and taking that space for that for that area 

the 

 

some things that we're still thinking about and trying to work on and and this goes back to bringing back 

all the kids off for five days a week um there will be a dedicated like i said a full remote teacher for that 

and we still have to figure out how we're going to stack that um there has to be time for the current 

teacher to talk to the the remote teacher and do that planning part of it there's technology implications 

with infinite campus and having them in their rosters it's also the time frame that report cards will be 

ending the third quarter going into the fourth quarter and i don't think i mentioned that that we would 

look if the regulations change we would look to start this the beginning of the fourth quarter which i 

believe is april 19th 

 

uh the master schedules have to be changed and for you to bring all the students back uh the 

lunchrooms we need to be taking a look at there would be many classes eating lunch in their classrooms 

uh once again depending on capacity in the in the cafeteria currently right now with six feet apart i can 

fit 49 students in my cafeteria normally it's 160 students so that would still have to be figured out and 

looked at and once again a lot of the kids would be meeting in the classrooms one of our biggest 

challenges is transportation and so we're assuming if they're changing regulations for what social 

distance in schools transportation has to go along there has to be changes in that and how many 

students can be actually on the bus the challenge would be for the three elementary schools and 

actually for the other two buildings also is the number of parents that we have dropping their students 

off and picking them up at the end of the day and we would have to really look at the procedures and 

our timing of that our number one factor in that is the safety of the children when you have moving cars 

and moving children that's something that we take very serious and we have to be safe it's not about 

speed it's about being efficient and safe with that so we know that that would be another challenge that 

we have and a big thing for the teachers is to re-establish that classroom community when i talk to the 

teachers they really say they feel like they have three classes they have their monday tuesday class they 

have their thursday friday class and then they have their wednesday class which then everyone's online 

so it's quickly building this community of learners in a very short period of time and being flexible 

because obviously there's a lot of changes that would be this would entail to do 
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some other things some other uh things we need to think about is the furniture back into the classrooms 

i already mentioned schedules being revised lunch from procedures and schedules 

 

staff and role class and transportation kind of already mentioned so with that i can answer any 

questions 

 

we thought it'd be good to have any questions you may have as a board in regards to the specifics of 

that particular how many remote students do we have right now i currently have 39 atk for my in my 

building i'm around 85 right now we were we started off at like almost 150 i'm down to around 30. now 

does it is it are those numbers i i mean i know it's not likely that all of our virtual learners want to come 

back but this plan that you're suggesting assuming if a free feed goes into effect do we have a room and 

space if for some reason a lot of those virtual learners wanted to come back to the five-day plan yes yes 

and because because in reality it's well especially when you divide it up amongst from my case 23 

classes at 39 so in average it could be only two students per class i do know i have one that has seven so 

i also have a couple that have uh no remote students so it just depends on the classroom it's it's it varies 

by grade level by class so it's more when you combine the two groups and also now you know i have 

some classes at 25 students that's where it's tighter because if everybody comes back that's what we're 

looking at how do you how do you spread those kids out three feet apart but with three feet apart we 

can get into it once again it doesn't look like your traditional classroom and the cooperative learning 

that we like to take place and things like that it means kids are lined up yes we're all over the place in 

the classroom but that's what we need to do now is the committee that's formed now is that the 

committee that's going to decide that virtual staffing thing that is still laying out there no there would be 

more once we um send out a survey to find out what parents um you know what students are coming 

back and how many more remotely we'll have then it's really sitting down with the admin team and with 

korean frank's wallet to talk about how we're going to staff what we have to do for the fourth market 

period and possibly hire someone as far as you know to be able to do that and then what else will what 

grade levels so it may be that we only have a few of the early learners coming you know staying full 

remote but three floors where we have a ton or something so we have to be creative on how we do that 

so let me just interject that we are looking to prepare kind of a powerpoint video presentation and a 

survey that will go home the survey would look similar to what we sent home at the end of the 10-week 

marketing period and 20-week market period where we asked families to make a commitment to the 

last quarter of the school year once that data comes back which we're looking to send that out um the 

earliest tomorrow night but definitely by wednesday this week and then the response is hopefully by the 

board meeting next week where we plan to have a formal presentation from the committee to the 

board where we would have that data collected and be able to share with you and then we would know 

at that point how many students were actually talking about at each of the schools and back to todd's 

point making a decision around the number of remote teachers that might be needed for the last 10 

weeks whether or not it would be a multi-age situation of remote learners depending upon numbers k-1 

might be the same teacher across the district or depending on if it's just a particular building that's the 

focus but we have to take a look at that once we get the feedback from our families because let me just 

interject that we didn't mention that at the beginning so just just to make sure i understand this we 
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would really be um will we tell people families in the survey that if they choose to stay 100 remote they 

will have a new teacher because basically what we're going to do is what 

 

see how much that costs and then divide how many you need in order to facilitate that instruction that's 

correct right yes yes right so we gotta be really clear so that families understand they'll have a new 

teacher if they opt to stay fully remote and this again is uh for the k4 level that we're talking about right 

now just came forward right now and then we'll import your agent that would be on the survey that 

they get that it would say virtual selection would okay and then um if we have a child that's on full room 

we've been paying for those hotspots for them i'm assuming we would still continue to do that and did 

you consider looking at spacing for k1 k and one and not just kindergarteners more than first graders yes 

and so the the issue that we have if we do not get a change in the regulations those are smaller 

classrooms so really we'd have to go into one class would pretty much have to be in two classes or be 

creative so it isn't necessarily a well it could be space we there's other rooms we could take we can take 

the music rooms and the art rooms the problem then ends up then being the staffing of those because 

as the teacher you know is teaching math the students then are in another place well then someone has 

to be with those other students um and then in different buildings it could be four different classes um 

or five i think in kim's building and stuff like that so staffing those ends up being a major issue with that 

is is it staffing in terms of how much it would cost us or we can't find them one that can't build a 

position 

 

i guess the question would be well how would you want us how would we want to staff it you know is it 

a a teaching assistant is it a teacher you know a classroom teacher trying to keep the kids with their 

classroom teacher in that case then the teacher can't be in two places at once and then how do you 

provide that continuous instruction without just rotating the teachers jumping back and forth between 

two classrooms and double double really okay i'm gonna teach math now and i'm over there in each 

math it ends up being the logistics of that ends up being pretty difficult 

 

other questions one question we talked about if they're remote they may have the possibility of 

switching teachers um but if for some reason because it's still a question mark pull an existing teacher to 

teach some remote but then some of these in-person kids switch teachers as well potentially 

 

we would we would prefer not to do that i mean we would we love to keep all the kids with their their 

current teacher that they have um and once again you know there probably will be some families that 

decide to stay full remote but the big piece is to remove the synchronous teaching that's taking place so 

that's why that's why the remote learners would have to have another teaching because now i think it's 

one thing to do a zoom lesson when you have you know 10 kids in front of you and you have 10 on the 

computer the management of that's a little bit easier but when you have one on the computer and then 

22 in front of you then then it's very different um but the in person our goal is that they would be they 

would continue with their current teacher that they have or if there's like a big enough group per age 

level that we needed one teacher for kindergarten across the district one feature for first one teach per 
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second like would we then have to do some swapping and moving kids that are coming back in person 

to go to a different teacher because we needed a full-time teacher for that grade i'm not sure our 

numbers are big enough right now to answer that question i don't think so while you have uh you know 

39 across the building or kim has the largest across the building i don't know that we have a group size 

large enough for that to happen okay and ideally we would be hiring you know a long-term sub where 

we do have current building subs that were we were possibly talking about using because they're 

familiar with some of the students and students are familiar with them but the goal would not be to 

move the current classroom teacher or kids out of that classroom teachers to go to another teacher that 

they would currently stay in um at least i know what my building it's pretty balanced the classes are 

pretty villains i have one class that has quite a few remote but for the most part it's pretty balanced so 

to keep going so we gave phone numbers for the building so for example let's give an example like in 

fourth grade across the three buildings how many full remote kids would we have moving across 

horizontally across the three buildings just taking 

 

situations that you're suspect that five days a week would be some families really would want that more 

than before are you suspecting that you have some families on this full remote that would look for that i 

know i already have families that were intending to send kids back for the fourth quarter in person that 

have been remote all year so having them come back more than two days is definitely going to you 

know enhance that decision of saying like yes i want that part of what we have heard from families is to 

get them ready for next year we're going to start sending them back the fourth quarter so they can get 

back into school and so now there are the flip side of that is there are some families that you know 

because of their businesses that they own or something like that they've decided not that their child 

would be full remote and that they're they would stay full remote um but then once again that's why 

we're looking at how we can best meet the needs of those students too 

 

any other questions for people for now we always come back to k4 once you hear the other proposals 

maybe you'll have more questions for future so thank you uh principles that came for i'm gonna turn it 

over to carl christensen our middle school principal i'll talk a little bit about five six and seven eight so 

good evening everybody um you're gonna hear in the 5 6 proposal that i'm gonna talk about you're 

gonna hear a lot of the same things that mr juncker just talked about um you know when i whenever i 

have started to do this and i i think this is what the fourth time we've completely reinvented how we do 

things uh in the last year but each time that i've i've set out to do this i always have to remember i have 

one middle school but i have two schools within that middle school so what my five six does is not 

necessarily exactly the same as the 7 8 and once we start talking about 7 8 i always have to look at the 

high school and see what the what the high school is doing as well because of crossover subjects and 

things like that um so for the five six proposal that we have on the table um and cheryl a lot of this is 

very much predicated on the survey results uh i have a little bit larger numbers than it sounds like at the 

elementary for remote learners i have total in the building a little over 200 kids uh they're smaller in 

fifth grade than there there's more kids in eighth grade that are remote so they kind of graduate larger 

numbers as they go up very hopeful when parents have an opportunity to to consider having their kids 

come back that those numbers go down quite a bit one thing that i have that that my colleagues don't at 

the k4 is when i talk about having students in grades five six come five days and have the remote 
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students reassigned fully remote students reassigned to another teacher right now i have some options 

they don't apparently i have a couple of staff members that are are looking at coming returning to work 

with vaccination i have a sixth grade teacher and a fifth grade teacher that are possibilities for this uh to 

assign to so there would be the regular staff members that have uh long term subs in their positions this 

year so that's a possibility i don't want to say that's going to happen it's a possibility i've also looked 

creatively and thought about our instructional coaches that we have assigned could we reassign those 

positions temporarily for something like this uh and then we've talked about hiring long-term subs so 

those things are all on the table of looking at uh another difference that i have is when i look at our at 

my students with disabilities in fifth and sixth grade that are in the general ed classes in their ct classes i 

have very very few numbers of kids that are fully remote there's just a handful of them at each grade 

level i would look to keep them in their focus room that they're with now they have a relationship with 

that special educator they have a relationship with that with that classroom teacher that i think needs to 

be prioritized to stay within those focus rooms in those grade levels um but it's really at the end of the 

day uh it's what's allowing the five days for five six is as todd was saying is is really looking at taking the 

fully remote kids off the plates of the classroom teachers and i have the same concerns as they do about 

not wanting to break up focus rooms and not wanting to move kids around but that's really what it's 

going to allow us you know from a from a rationale standpoint to be able to do that uh but at the same 

token it's what we are struggling with in seven and eight uh really 912 when scott's gonna talk it's once 

you hit seventh grade the number of subjects increases the number of specialty areas increase 

dramatically from the fifth and sixth grade level uh it's just not realistic at that point to look at having a 

art teacher having a music teacher having a pe and math science social studies english specialty areas to 

be able to fill all those positions um even if financially we were able to strengthen i mean if financially 

we're able to do it it's just really not realistic uh between here and the end of the year so what we're 

looking at there is maintaining a four-day structure with synchronous instruction but all students would 

come four days if you're in person that's the that's the major difference that we're looking at uh the kids 

would come four days in person wednesdays would still be a remote day but it would be an 

asynchronous remote day which is a little different than we're doing now um uh for that but it would 

allow us to increase the in-person contact uh it would go up to four days and then in that case so that's 

the rationale for the different grade levels um that we're looking at uh and then all of the things that 

todd mentioned also come into play at the middle school transportation is a big thing that we're talking 

about right now kristen you're out there for the parent drop off every thursday friday i see you come 

through um i think we have a very good system out there and we talked about doubling those numbers 

uh what would that do should we change and try to stagger it or that i i don't think that's realistic to do 

with parents they're very used to the system that they have um it's working it takes a while but you 

know patience is the key out there and i agree with todd fully that safety is first and foremost so um we 

have a plan with parking lot uh we already have taken over about a third of that that big parking lot to 

keep for a line up for cars we would expand that by two or three more rows uh we would have to have 

some staff either move to the back of the building or just push forward in the lot so that they're not 

quite as spread out as they'd like to be but we think that we can manage that uh pretty well uh but i 

would encourage parents to highly consider putting kids back on school buses uh if they're able to do 

that that would help up from a lot of different avenues of having kids with buses the lunchroom is 

something that we are still working our way through obviously going from about 100 kids in the north 

cafeteria and well over that in in the south and then doubling that each day is quite a quite an 

undertaking so we're looking at a couple of different ideas right now um ranging anywhere from utilizing 
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the student outdoor area on a nice day to have some kids go out and put some tables out there we're 

also talking about with mike murray about the possibility of taking over parts of a gym or maybe even 

two gyms and putting seating cafeteria seating in there that would have a lot of different impacts on the 

building obviously if there's cafeteria tables in the gym you can't use it as a pe space there's needs for 

those gyms in the evening so there'd be an impact possibly on o m things like that if we were to do that 

option uh but one of the things that we've been talking about in the committee is that this last past 

summer we probably went through four or five different ideas of how the lunchrooms were gonna run 

and we thought we had really good plans until we went to set it up and made it happen and we it just 

didn't fit so we kept going back to the drawing board so we're going to have to do the same thing here 

it's going to be a little more challenging to do that but we're all in session but we're going to have to do 

that and make sure that we can fit everything that we need to fit i know the frank's crews and the o m 

are going to be bringing furniture in starting over the break um just and uh hope that we are going to be 

able to bring more kids into the building i think universally that's the goal of everybody is to get back to 

five days and normal um one of the big things for me is hallways it's you know safety and movement of 

kids throughout the school day so again back in in august we had prepared different passing time 

schedules so i have it all prepared for seventh graders to move independently of eighth graders and 

about a five minute stagger that'll create some management issues for us in the hallways but it may 

definitely make a safer way of moving kids through the hallways without having them gather that's 

really the key between classes is you don't want kids to gather we did offer lockers to students earlier in 

the school year and largely they did not use them uh for the most part some are doing it first thing the 

morning and end of the day which is the rule but for the most part they've made the book bags work um 

we've put so much stuff online and with the chromebooks that the the need for the lockers has not 

been anywhere near as great as it has been in other years um so i i would think that's going to continue 

um kind of in that fashion but with that said uh it was quick and in a nutshell but that's that's what i'm 

looking at for the middle school questions um what will music and a band look like so music and band if 

we're bringing kids back in person to this point we've been doing lessons online so i've been talking a lot 

with jeff smith about what lessons would look like if we're going to a four day or five day model the 

lessons are going to come offline and come into the building in more of a traditional fashion for the in-

person students so he's just starting the process of talking to his crew about what the full remote uh 

would look like they would obviously remain online for lessons uh but they will they'll have to work that 

out it's it becomes a lesson group that's just done online but the day may stay on wednesdays as it is 

right now or it may switch to another day of the week you're gonna have to reconfigure all of that and 

then how about a new course so same thing same thing chorus doesn't do lessons but they would be 

more in person uh right now there's that 12 foot wide we are we're hoping that that rule changes for in 

classrooms we hope that it changes for buses we hope that it changes for uh pe and for ban and chorus 

and orchestra um it has to it has to change yeah and jeff even mentioned that even if the vocal and band 

could be reduced to six feet that would make a market difference so even with that amount of reduction 

he would be able to link his team would be able to make a lot of years and i do think that they're being 

flexible right now on wednesdays and some of the students that are remote actually are coming in for 

lessons as well it just depends it's a case-by-case basis but so again um for page six that would be a 

different question if they were in five days obviously um seven to twelve if they were in for the four days 

we still have that flexibility on the wednesdays for lessons and things of that nature but i know jeff is just 

excited to even think of the possibility of six feet versus twelve and they remember they've already 

made and purchased all the bell coverings for the band instruments and we could still use all of those 
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materials and resources what just one of the other options is we're talking about using the cvac you 

know where it's just that much larger and you can spread kids out more fully uh of course the downside 

is the longer travel time to go over there so you're going to get less instruction time with the kids but if 

that's a an accommodation that's going to allow for kids to participate then we'll work with that it won't 

be perfect what are we what are we hearing and knowing about secondary teachers and staff on 

progress with vaccinations are we making good progress in your buildings with the adults that are in 

your building i i don't really know how to answer that i can't ask them i know they're signing up and i 

have my my wait list is down to just one or two okay i mean i know some people were struggling to get 

access right send the link out at one o'clock and ready set going i probably had 30 when i started and i 

think as of friday last week i think i had three months yeah it's a very popular topic around the water 

holder how did your experience go did you get an appointment that type of thing they're actively you 

know they're actively uh you know sharing approaches to getting those appointments and they've been 

you know it's been very consistent so i don't know the hard number right now but okay so you see you 

see some projects yes i got a question logistically with my fifth grader who brings out my giant backpack 

that weighs probably as much as her every day i see her getting in and out of your car kind of falling 

backwards yes um for the if we are able to go back five days for the k through six and is this like maybe 

remote overnight things do they have to bring everything home back and forth every day thing is that 

still a possibility i think it probably is you know that we would need to have kids still carry back and forth 

because remember now if we are able to bring more kids back whether it's three feet or it's up to our 

discretion if if there is a particular case or two in a classroom it is likely that that whole class now will 

have to be quarantined and so that is kind of a little bit of a dilemma if that whole class is quarantined 

now they'll all go online with their teacher online and so we we do have to talk about that a little bit 

more we have some opportunity to have that discussion um but that is uh a likely chance that that could 

occur more so than now because we're wearing face masks we're six feet so now if there is a case again 

it's not spread here we don't have to send a warranty in the whole class but should this occur that will 

be a different discussion that's a conversation that kindergarten we would like to have too is have them 

like is it just the chromebooks back and forth 

 

there's a couple of discussions with that right now we're talking about we did not offer lockers to fifth 

graders right we did six or eight we're talking about if that could help alleviate what you're talking about 

um with kids and all that stuff the other piece is is i'm not sure 

 

i know originally the teachers talked about what should go home on a nightly basis and what should but 

i don't know how often they've revisited that so i can ask my fifth grade teachers to revisit that with 

their classes they don't need to take absolutely everything out right um but i do know i mean they're 10 

and they may definitely look at i'm a monday tuesday kid and i want to make sure i have all my stuff so 

i'm going to put everything i own in that little backpack if they're coming five days they and they have 

their desk that they're sitting at they shouldn't feel that way that need quite as much maybe on the 

weekends well that worked for the little kids too because i know my granddaughter comes home with 

two huge bags i don't know how she carries it every day they're really happy getting around and off the 

bus and dropping around even for a first grader with the chromebook and the backpack and the lunch 

box that kids really weigh down they also have if they have the the ability to use a locker i have to we 
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have to solve the sharing thing it's tough to have kids share in this environment right now they should at 

least get pe credit for it for all the weekends we can have space in a classroom for them and space in a 

locker and then try to try to help them learn how to organize um this this last year has definitely taught 

us that when we come back we have to revisit executive function with kids and organization and 

prioritization and how to do all of this uh it's widened that gap for sure with kids so we're going to have 

to next year will not be normal in september we're going to have to come back and teach a whole bunch 

of stuff that we we kind of took for granted 

 

yeah right on the survey is they're going to deal with transportation asking parents are you going to use 

the bus system yeah similar to what we did before with the other two marking periods at reporters if 

you will we will ask that question so we will have a lot of detailed information in a presentation and then 

the survey that can link back and forth but also we're trying to be clear in the survey itself so if people 

don't watch the presentation they still have all the correct information to make oh you know the choice 

that they want to make but yes we will be asking transportation and we also will have to make a 

statement once about will it be to students per seat with the windows down so parents are going to 

have to know that that's what it's going to look like and be that they have to make a gun their choice so 

it's really not a survey asking what they think it's really a letter from town asking them what they're 

going to choose it's a commitment and so it's more of a commitment letter to the survey correct you 

may want to call the [ __ ] stay away from servant because that way parents understand what they're 

committing themselves and it's an irrevocable thing you know there's a survey i think they think we're 

giving input they have a choice but really you're asking them what their intent is correct so you've got a 

different connotation one last point that i wanted to make before before scott goes uh unless you have 

guys have any other questions is cheryl you had asked earlier about the space in the classrooms or i'm 

sorry maybe it was kathy that asked about being able to fit the number of kids in the classrooms um so 

that that is definitely a concern but i do see the masks playing a key role in that you know to this point 

when say today in saints b we've been able to allow kids to take mass breaks in a classroom it was 

reasonable it was still very much distance uh it may not be now we may have some classrooms that you 

have to step out in order to do it and we're going to have to have a lot stricter sense of keeping 100 

masking within the school day that way in the hallways as well i know scott's been doing this too but 

we've been doing increased numbers of announcements um each week about about masking in the 

hallways and when you're moving and things like that and trying to remind kids that you know up over 

your nose and i do a lot of this as i go through the halls and they're really good about it the kids the kids 

have been fantastic with the masking 

 

take reminders fluid you know they're kids so because could you give me any thought to any extra 

supervision in the hallways because i know there was a few issues with kids had to go to the bathroom 

but they had to be exported if you have enough staff to help kids 

 

i know it sounds silly but if you're watching them and you're monitoring the bathrooms you got to make 

sure you've got enough stuff to do all that since you can't manage all that yeah i know i know it's 
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probably a bigger issue for the lower ones but i know there was a few issues with kids who couldn't 

make it it was very uncomfortable for them that's 

 

thank you any other middle school questions extracurriculars are we back to those full time or would 

those go back full time have you talked about the extras there you want to address that yeah so we 

talked about that in our committee meetings uh i think we need to see what the numbers are as far as 

students that are gonna commit to coming back four or five days a week uh then transportation uh 

when our needs are there plus with sports going on we have this kind of lopsided sports calendar this 

year making sure we have transportation for the teams and then some of the extracurriculars we have 

intramurals too that we have not been running but the gym space may be at a premium because of 

sports going on so we're kind of want to make sure we get the basics taken care of first then we'll look 

at the extracurricular activities but we do have several already in place i think it really was the 

elementary we held off on so we do have several extra curriculars at middle and high it's just elementary 

we paused 

 

okay so scott wilson our principal from the high school will now present the proposal for uh 912 yeah 

valuable mascot so um first of all thank you for coming in tonight i know this is a an added meeting this 

week and i appreciate the recommend to listen um the high school we have about 1153 students total 

at the high school grades 912. currently there's 272 students who are fully remote i just want to keep 

that in mind it's about one quarter or so of the students again our proposal hinges on the distancing rule 

being reduced uh likely from six foot to three foot we would open up a lot more opportunities for us our 

model was really rooted in continuity we want to make sure that continuity of instruction our routines 

 

can be as intact as possible because i think there's a lot of students that are struggling with and the 

amount of changes in their lives right now and having that continuity would help um so what we're 

recommending is a four day in person model so we'd have students in monday tuesday thursday friday 

for in person it would essentially double the students who are in the building on those four days a week 

we would plan for about 800 students in the building in person the wednesday day would we continue 

to serve as an asynchronous learning day and with some additional supports that are built in for our 

remote learners and for some of our other at-risk students so i can explain that so again the four-day in 

person would double the in-person contact time and establish more of a normal school routine the 

established routines on wednesdays would stay in uh but stay in tact so students are used to the 

asynchronous lesson um our remote students their schedule has already shifted to this model i'm not 

sure if that means the board level but all of our vocal students have already shifted to a four day a week 

in person and their wednesday is also asynchronous um so it will align with that they're uh with their 

program uh the async some of the feedback from students on the wednesday setup as well one of the 

advantages is that it does give the students a different approach with the amount of screen time they're 

not logging in every 40 minutes it is a little bit more independent where the students have to budget 

their day and provide students with the opportunity to budget their their time but it also provides 

opportunity to have contact with their teachers as needed with the office for their office hours teachers 

have established office hours students can access teachers for their extra help it's also an advantage for 
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our special education teachers who provide services and they have the check-ins that are there on zoom 

well wednesday long with their students and it's something that's become a very strong support for 

both our remote and in-person special ed students because they have dedicated time um in the last 

month or so the high school we have been able to bring in additional students on wednesday or uh 

we're calling an academic boot camp students who are at risk students who have been on multiple 

subjects been identified through their assistant principals and counselors we've reached out and 

providing transportation providing food in terms of a luncheon a bag of lunch and they're invited into 

the school for two and a half hours on wednesday mornings given a place that is supervised they can 

work these teachers will come down and meet with their students in person face to face in some cases 

they'll pull small groups back to their classrooms for small group construction whether it's reteaching 

pre-teaching or disconnecting and that's been working pretty well we have a regular group of between 

18 and 23 that show up for that there's opportunities to expand that as well 

 

so the one complication why one of the directions we went with this is at the high school there's there's 

over 200 individual courses that we offer across all the departments and with all each of those courses 

there's multiple sections so um being able to teach remotely on zoom and in person has been a 

challenge that the teachers have met but it does take additional planning and prep and then they have 

to fill in the gaps with contacting students who do who are struggling and that those those wednesday 

hours have been pretty instrumental with that um 

 

the to to make the adjustment we would um have some certain logistics within the building the lunches 

and the furniture that we use the cafeterias we currently house about 144 students in each cafeteria we 

run two lunches we would need to increase the seating to about 225 what we're estimating and again 

where those numbers come from it's all based on what the the commitment survey would with families 

would share with us and students the campus will need to really think about that commitment or if 

they're coming uh if they're choosing to come back to in person um they will uh that's gonna be event 

for the rest of the year um and same thing with the remote so we have to plan it poorly and right down 

to the number of seats we have in the cafeteria so we're prepared to start with our existing space again 

with the three foot distancing and then increasing on our protocols to make sure everyone's safe in 

terms of cleaning and 

 

continuing the masking that we've been doing all along one of the other logistics that we're concerned 

about is the parent drop-off loop if you've ever experienced the high school loop it's pretty likely but the 

security have done a dynamic job setting it up so it's efficient and once it gets moving it moves pretty 

quickly it's organized but currently it's with half the amount of parent drop-offs so if we essentially and 

hopefully double that we'd have to be prepared for that and we would have to look at our space and 

we've been working with bill sanborn to be able to address that we do hope um and we have offered uh 

the parking at the high school juniors and seniors have um it's open to park on site there is some 

carpooling that takes place for that um we're not opposed to looking at creative given the situations if 

we have some softwares that are of age we could we can entertain that if it's going to lighten the load 

on the buses and lighten the load and the parent drop off so those are some things that we're looking at 
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the high school um so so the cafeteria and the transportation of the two pieces of logistics that we're 

really working at are looking at that would need to iron that out uh let's see 

 

i think that's the key key pieces so again doubling the number of kids in person on four days a week and 

the wednesdays would continue to support our remote students um that contact time so i can open up 

for questions and see if because it does mirror it kind of if you look it kind of developmentally shifts you 

can see it see how it shifts from gata to the 12th grade it's kind of considered a staggered drop-off it's 

monday tuesday kids thursday friday kids or a backpack drop off whether it back and the front yeah uh 

we've looked at that now we've had some some concerns with the drop off loop in the back with the 

buses because of the congestion in that bottleneck area so safety wise you know just having a long stink 

of cars and when we say go one thing we could do is we look we did discuss looking at having the 

building open a bit earlier to help the congestion so we can look at that and there's some options the 

other piece i would add is in the halls itself currently with the number of students they're very uh they're 

they've moved very the passing of is very safe there's no there's not been a concern whatsoever the 

students have been phenomenal they really have uh if we double that you know going from 400 to 

potentially 800 students or more in the building we would just go back to our original plan which 

worked very well to begin the year your right shoulder is on the right hall and as you pass you go directly 

to your next class um the kids don't generally don't they do not gather they move in class the class that 

we would expect the continuation of that um i know at the high school level you know parents obviously 

parents of seniors and other activities that seem to be so important to all schools but there's quite a few 

events in the high school that the high school lost last year and is is some of that along with a return 

idea being thought of or are you not graduating into that done some pre discussion and planning around 

that again if the the rules do change whatever we can do within the rules we're certainly going to do and 

so just as last year we approached graduation for instance we had plan a plan b plan c i've already have 

a team of folks at the high school that have kind of laid that out already um and uh if march 19th marks 

100 days to graduation and traditionally that's when we release a calendar of events so i'm still working 

towards that goal timing of this with uh with the anticipated changes would be very welcome for all the 

school community because i know a lot of folks have i've had several conversations with parents and 

students about what if can we do this can we do that so those traditional cultural events um especially 

our juniors and seniors look forward to if there's an opportunity given the guidelines we're doing 

everything we can to uh make that happen 

 

is it safe to assume that in the fall pending that new york changes the requirements maybe it's a 

question for you or this guy that we would be in all grades five day a week school okay that is and again 

this committee will continue to work together we're just trying to get to this point the committee has 

additional meetings scheduled to also address the fall there's two goals this cutting we are looking for a 

five-day full return for all students k-12 in the fall we do have to talk about if we need to provide a 

remote option we do have to talk about that and we've heard frank present that in our budget with 

some funds available depending upon what we need to do with that we need funds available for that 

purpose but yes we're talking about a full return day 12 five days let me ask about um frank this is a 

question for you i guess is it can could we utilize tents that we rent to have swing space whether it be 

for cafeteria space you know the kind of like what we have for the music fest right if you're going to use 
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a tent that's larger than 400 400 square feet which is 10 by 40 which is very small we have to get sed 

approval it's like a capital project we just get a project number and get it approved by scd with egress 

heating lighting 

 

okay is that i mean i know scd process for typically lengthy and they're an explanative process they are 

processing quicker they say um how quick i'm not sure is it something we should do just so that we have 

the approval it doesn't necessarily mean we have to go there we are talking about that right now i'm 

talking for some special occasions right right now but not necessarily for 

 

a um or cafeteria well i was just saying what carl had said would it help lunch-wise and stuff like that or 

how long could it freestand before it became permanent dwelling required that approve yeah it's it's a 

temporary dwelling is school year it's still considered temporary but when we put it up for the music 

faster it stays up for a week or six days what what's what does scd define as no longer being temporary 

when putting up the music ones we don't have to get sed approved i i know i might be kind of trying to 

shift the lines a little bit but we might be able to use those tents situationally to you know kind of meet 

right certain expectations here we um tents have become a big issue now with the sed and uh rules of 

change regarding that so um we have to talk with that cd um now and see that when we do the music 

fest if the lcd approves it for that as well so we might have to backtrack on what we always did in the 

best interest of kids because the state's getting more embedded in their oc behavior and one i think 

what happened is a lot of schools went to these temporary uh lean tubes and tents and trying to 

makeshift things for kids through this year so what happened is then they stepped up their process so 

because of this year that process became tighter with more restrictions i wasn't necessarily advocating i 

was just wondering if they had defined it in the past right and i've got to call an scd to ask that question 

uh so we'll have more information but even if i ask for a prom we'll say a robot you know one event one 

week similar to music um they're still gonna think we're gonna use it for other things so i gotta believe 

they're gonna say you have to go through the whole yards requirements 

 

security point i think you mentioned it i was impressed i was there this morning how many cars are out 

there in the morning and how fast they are getting them through it was really impressive and the big 

thing with security is that right now our security staff is working for 10 hour days because high school 

starts early elementary ends late right and we're able to put three four people in each of the buildings in 

addition to maybe inside um that's going to get a little bit more difficult with the lenses so we'll be 

looking at maybe bringing other subs in help out with that so that ultimately as it was mentioned earlier 

safety number one make sure the kids get out of their car into school and voice versus safe 

 

by bringing all this furniture back in are we gonna have enough cleaners to actually clean all the spaces 

yeah we are right now we're okay with cleaning staff um we have to the break week will be a great week 

to bring furniture back into the movement to the rooms uh even if they're not used we have to get it 

back into the room so at least it's there because it's going to be too difficult to do it over a weekend or 

over a night and a lot of times we get these orders not necessarily internal orders but from the state 
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that you know it's friday monday we can do this so we need to be prepared for that and it will take us 

probably i think the estimate is 60 hours of people time if you will to bring furniture back into the rooms 

we also have to go into the cafeterias and either put the cafeteria tables in there or leave the desks uh in 

some cases where we're going to go with desks in the cafeterias like we have now some of them we 

need additional desks for the classrooms so fortunately we have purchased some desks as a yearly 

process that we do so we have to put those together and get them in so we've got some planning to do 

on that as well how many of these high school kids would you say that our full remote now if they had 

the option to come back for four or five days could actually come you know we've had some informal 

surveys that classroom teachers have done and i i'm not 100 sure to be honest with you when given the 

option that you're going to have to four days where you have full remote um i know that some families 

are concerned is coming back in a building with 800 800 of their peers that's a little intimidating for 

some of our families that's just where they are so we may have students who are currently coming in for 

two days pull back to full remote that is and i'm sure some families will do that um and likewise i think 

the majority of our kids are gonna they're anxious to give back it's you know the spring months they 

want to see their friends they want to be back in the building so i really do anticipate both two things 

happening the total number of kids in the building will go up but the remote number may also go up i 

know that sounds counterintuitive but it's possible that they both will shift it's it's gonna be up to the 

family that's why this commitment survey that will be going out is so crucial because it should give us 

really good data to help us plan for the furniture for the lunches um and and then you know when all 

said and done we have a lot of work to do ahead of us with just planning preparing our staff and 

students for them mentally and emotionally for returning there's a there's a lot of uh i guess acceptance 

with that is emotionally as students re-enter the building it's you know we we saw that at the beginning 

of the um beginning of the second third quarter some students chose to come back you could see it on 

their face that this is new and they were unsure but in a very quick you know quick several days they 

they start to get back into their normal routine so this could be a really really powerful transition time 

for us to get back too far so i'm looking forward to the challenge it's just there's a lot to consider 

christian we really need to think about that and we've been talking about it in our in our committee uh a 

little bit that the first day that's april 19th if that's our first day it can't be just here you are and go to 

your first period class and move about it um we're going to have fifth graders that never been in the 

building potentially coming in in each level so we're gonna have to treat that as a first day of school um 

you know and go back to basics and this is what the expectation is and how do you use the bathroom 

how do you use what do we do when we go to the lunchroom where is the lunchroom some of them 

have no idea and as scott said as we've been each 10 weeks we've had kids come in that had no idea 

where the south cafeteria was because they had never gone there they were in sixth grade when they 

left us so we have to be really mindful of that uh and very plainful about it for kids to return what's our 

plan no go ahead what's our plan for no response the default would be if we don't have a response 

we're planning on them returning to school that'll be the default and that'll be right in the part of it 

commitments 

 

and i'm just thinking now is it is a teacher right that might be unquarantined or ill and they can't 

physically come to school do they have an option to zoom into their class if they are technically a four 

day a week well we that that rule i don't think there's any talk of that changing for this year we have to 

provide a remote option for for students even if it's temporary and we've talked about we talked about 
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this spring and then fall and there's a lot of probably going to be sizable differences in what we 

recommend there now scott earlier today in the committee was talking about that right now we have 

um seems to be a little bigger issue at the high school than the middle school but we have students that 

are waking up in the morning and deciding i don't want to be an in-person kid today i'm going to stay 

home and i'm going to zoom in so and that is becoming an issue for the teachers and it's becoming an 

issue for for all of us so the student is quarantined i think that's very different you know that's not that 

student's choice it's nobody's choice it's it's a situation that they're in we'll make sure we make a 

process to allow them to remote into a classroom for a period of time but we really do organizationally 

need to talk a little bit more about how to address the other issue so that it's not just a by default right 

well as laura said earlier if you even in the elementary classes if you have a student to test positive and 

the whole classroom has to quarantine we have to have a mechanism 

 

access to instructions so i know it's kind of challenging and difficult and the student is just waking up 

that morning and saying i don't want to go i understand that but we also have to be careful that we're 

not cutting off construction because that's going to turn around so fast against the district so this spring 

we have to err on the side of caution with that and we absolutely have to provide access for illness and 

quarantine for sure which that's probably done on when we use teams but you guys have google 

classroom yeah so kids can still access their work and so if they could be learning they could just do their 

aac password but it would count as an answer unless it's foreign and in-person attendance so we have 

been coding and allowing the attendance 

 

i think as we plan and move forward from the spring and into the fall we have to make sure our systems 

are set up that you know we want the kids back 100 we want our our staff everyone confident with the 

model and we have to keep up about that because you know 

 

you know the habits and routines are there's everything for schools and right now you've got different 

families have different habits and different routines so we want to try to get it back because normal and 

incrementally as normal as possible and i think this will help if we're able to do it yeah i think it'll help 

make that transition 

 

so i've got a really weird question so this is all predicated on cdc and then state department health 

saying we can do three feet and i think that's gonna happen i heard today that we've been talking about 

however if it doesn't we're gonna have a lot of really angry families so i had kind of like a crazy thought 

is it worth it to spend the time and put together a state that plan for three feet send it in and then it's 

not the onus is about us making the decision we've sent it in and asked them to approve it and then 

they've either chosen to approve it or not and then it puts a different illness on it we've done everything 

we can to get our kids back in yeah we do that's the next step so we had the meeting this afternoon 

with some kind of final thoughts and then the next step is to take our existing plan and make those edits 

and changes and send that to state and department so we still have to because again we just finished 

the meeting so those are our next steps yeah so i mean if we do go to let's say we go to three feet by 
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friday right that's the decision do we have to then regardless like right now you're talking about doing a 

pre like uh a presumption here's the plan please you know possibly approve but if that guidance changes 

are we going to be waiting for the state to approve a plan anyways you see what i'm saying like we had 

to submit plans over the summer correct for what we were going to do are we going to have to do that 

again and how much time is it going to take i think um honestly every district is working with 

committees right now and writing a reduced social distancing plan and i believe could be wrong i want 

to speak for everyone about my in my weekly meetings i think we're all planning to submit regardless 

but what's the term i mean we have no idea what the turnaround could be at state it wasn't it wasn't 

long before it wasn't gonna be waiting we would move forward and yeah typically what the state will do 

is they'll they'll unsubmit your your application and say here's some of the issues that you need to 

resolve to get this approved but that did not happen 

 

i don't see that no because we'll correct it immediately at this point you've got to believe the 

department health is feeling some pressure yeah for sure 

 

on friday three feet that's it and then and we're not poised to go back to april what 19th where are we 

going to stick to april 19th we think we you know we kind of talked that through with the committee 

and again you know teachers on the committee as well and you know the challenge of doing it any 

sooner is that you know we have a march break coming up people are going to travel people are going 

to be quarantined we really want to push that forward and push into that quarantine and now bring 

people back all at the same time so we feel that and also we have the third quarter ending the marking 

period and report charge and grading so we do feel that like we have done consistently in the other 

quarters the best timing for us is to make it at the border so i do understand that we may get some 

pressure there but realistically when we think about the logistics putting classrooms back together 

making sure that we're ready trying to not enter you know you have an interception of cross-

contamination coming back from the break not coming back from great bringing all the students in and 

they also need time to readjust schedules so there's a lot of work to be done that just doesn't get done 

in a day again doesn't mean it takes months and years to get done but we need we need a little time 

plus the um preparation uh we're hoping to get that information out to families hopefully tomorrow 

night and that wednesday at the latest asking them to make their commitment within a week come to 

the board for a formal presentation next tuesday evening and then principals would then have all their 

information not till the end of next week so they won't even have things to actually start with yet until 

the commitment comes back so i i respect the question i know that i'm sure our families would love this 

just start tomorrow it's just me a little bit of time and then thinking about the other factors that are 

happening around us at the same time but that would be amazing if that decision could be made this 

week that would be great and we can start communicating and move forward and all of our staff need 

to be informed we have a lot of work to do when does the survey go up again we're hoping tomorrow 

night but if not if we can't get everything together it'll go out wednesday 

 

by tuesday next week in the morning we'd like to have a majority of responses that we can share with 

the board and that again we have to have a final cut off because we'll have to make those decisions so 
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the question was asked about the families that don't commit and you're going to just assume that 

they're going to go four days is that going to be built into that communication yes it's in there right now 

okay um yeah we just need to read that over a few more times before we send it out well in addition to 

that we're also going to put a short video together with a little powerpoint with some information so 

parents can see the video and not just depend on what's written in the commitment survey so that 

some of those questions will be answered verbally and in slides so they can see it in addition to this is 

their names attached 

 

they'll have to identify their child's name and you have to fill just like you did each quarter before so like 

kristin and people could fill it out steve you have to do it by child yes so we'll have their child's name and 

their decision not only about the instructional choice but about transportation as well and we have a 

couple other questions in there that we would like to just kind of garner some ideas of any concerns that 

they might have that we can look at as a district to see if there's something that's causing individuals to 

select to stay remote and so we want to take a look and see what some of those needs are as well 

 

so i guess one question that i know i will get um from other parents in the district is you know scott and 

carly both talked about the why we'd stay at four days and set five um so what what couldn't we provide 

if we went five days if not kids decided to come back five days what couldn't be providers it's the net 

result because we did talk we have a lot of discussion about that uh but one of the primary concerns is 

the volume of remote kids the planning that it takes that is required to have the zoom kids and the in-

person kids in front of you at the same time 

 

having them come back and having them come in five days then the remote kids the instruction process 

the classroom teachers are going to have a majority of the kids in front of them in the classroom and 

fewer kids on the remote it's going to have an impact on the classroom dynamics and the way the 

teacher operates so that's that's one of the concerns so we're concerned about the remote kids not 

having that same attention that they're getting now that that's one of the concerns um at the high 

school level too we are we again we have about 120 students on the local model that has that that came 

into play there there are there are in a four day a week model so those students would have half a day 

on wednesdays that they'd be unassigned which we have an implication so there's there's a couple of 

those are two main concerns um the third one would be the less opportunities for those office hours to 

connect with kids who are fully remote um with their that would be a that would be a uh uh definitely 

impacted as well so there's there's really three elements there um and the student the students now are 

already kind of familiar with the routines and our access to the supports the um and some of our more 

at risk students who are in tlc have tlc supports and those kids that are on that academic boot camp 

they have access to some additional time that's really targeted so it does fit in our rti plans um so you 

know that those those are some of the elements i don't know i'm sure the possible one one of the 

options that we have talked through uh was if we what if we brought seventh and eighth graders five 

days but if you chose to stay remote it became fully asynchronous we would provide the work for kids 

and i know there's some districts out there that have tried this but honestly when at the end of the day i 

think we all have to be able to explain what we're doing and look a parent in the eye and say this is what 
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we believe is you know the best way forward and when i weighed that out and scott mentioned you 

have to think about all types of learners when you when you make a decision like that and the remote 

encompasses all types of learners so asynchronous and trying to meet an iep really don't line at all um 

that's a really tough thing um but i i'll tell you i the hardest thing i had with that proposal was being able 

to look at an eighth grader and say well buddy i know that you have had a certain level of instruction for 

30 weeks of the school year but you know it changed and now you're gonna get this type and you know 

here's your information and now you're on your own to learn it with an office hour to log in i i just don't 

think that's reasonable i don't i don't think that that is is a way to go um certainly that child center um in 

a decision like that so we talked that through and chose to go in a different direction the byproduct of 

that decision is it's a four day versus a five day um and to leon to your question earlier i don't think 

there's a person in this room that's not still looking for a way to get all five days a hundred percent with 

all kids now if it's god or maybe steve if it's gotta go all the way until september so be it but if i can get it 

the last five weeks or julio threw out at our table today what if it's even june i think a big part of this is 

getting kids and parents and teachers and principals to to understand we are a five day a week business 

and we want to get kids back in here i thought it was huge that's back last spring that we had teachers 

come back for uh just a five day period because that anxiety yeah we had anxiety we had angst about 

that uh people were upset about that but they came in we got through that and then september was a 

lot smoother because of it and i really see that now we have a lot of kids that have not been here for a 

very long time and we have to get used to kids coming back in so there's other ideas and things that we 

have had and we're trying to talk through but right now we kind of settled on that we think this is the 

best path forward in the short run it's not to say we can't change it 

 

any other questions for any of the principles 

 

so to the principles thank you very much thank you thank you it was helpful having him tonight thanks 

for your help so as uh as laurie just brought up a few minutes ago the commitment uh out there think of 

a different name for it it is a commitment form will be going out uh in the next day or two with the idea 

of getting that information from our families in the next week that'll drive our decisions you know 

obviously as you heard tonight one of the guiding principles is flexibility um and then one of the things in 

our uh administrative team is how can be as flexible as possible to meet the ever-changing uh 

environment that we're in right now so we we are designing contingency plans as we go so that we can 

be ready at a moment's notice with whatever shift we need to take as laurie said obviously in a shift of 

this nature if the if the federal government and the state do decide to reduce some of the restrictions 

um we want to we want to make sure we do that properly and give families time also to adjust we know 

a lot of the families of younger children are going to have to adjust their daycares and those things and 

that this kind of probably takes some time for families to do that and also to get people to kind of wrap 

their mind around what their new schedules are going to look like and that sort of thing so we're very 

hopeful um if if things don't change we're still working as you've heard on other plans to see what we 

could do at other at certain grade levels again we're going to keep revisiting that and then 

simultaneously we're in the process of preparing for the fall with a lot of work going into even with 

summer curriculum writing and that sort of thing so a lot of moving pieces um we really appreciate your 

time this evening to share some of the ideas that we have so thank you for entertaining those ideas and 
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we look forward to next week finalizing uh some of these plans based on again whatever occurs in the 

environment so thank you can i also ask the board willing to do a very brief executive session on a 

contract um negotiate patent contract negotiation issue it will make it free okay so we have a motion to 

move into executive session kristin second by amy alves in favor 


